FRENCH  POLITICAL THOUGHT
We have already seen that any raising of the Jesuit issue was
certain to arouse passionate feeling and violent controversies,
and G&nin was indeed right in thinking that the problem
of the Jesuits was really the vital issue, the secret aim of the
Catholic party, the real cause of their opponents' reluctance
to grant them even their more reasonable demands. Public
opinion was roused this time. Villemain, the Minister of
Public Instruction, went out of his way to extol in Pascal
" the passionate resistance of so many enlightened and high-
minded men, whose mouthpiece and soul he was, against that
domineering and restless society which both the spirit of good
government and the spirit of liberty repulse with equal distrust,"
and Mignet, the historian, alluded in the French Academy
to the defence of Gallican liberties against the Ultramontane
tendencies of the Society. What, however, aroused public
opinion more than learned pamphlets or official speeches was
the anti-Jesuit crusade carried out in the lecture-rooms of the
College de France by two professors of that famous institution,
Michelet and Quinet.
We shall study later the political theories of these two dis-
tinguished men, and the general effect of their work, so need
refer here only to the sensation created by their joint course
of lectures for 1843, published in book-form under the joint
title of The Jesuits. Dealing more with their educational and
political theories than with the alleged consequences of their
casuistic methods, which Pascal had exposed in his Provinciates,
Michelet and Quinet concluded that the predominance of
Jesuit ideals entailed " the death of any form of political con-
stitution and of social organization "; in study they caused
the " death of the mind " ; to everything they touched they
communicated death. "And yet they are endeavouring once
more to capture the conscience of the world."
The raising of the Jesuit issue really put the leaders of the
Church party in a serious quandary, and made them realize
the unwisdom of the extremists. Were they really disposed to
let the fortunes of the Church stand or fall with those of the
Society of Jesus ? Most of them said No; the secular clergy
had always, as we saw, tended to be jealous of a body that

